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The Energy of Charge-Transfer States in Electron
Donor–Acceptor Blends: Insight into the Energy Losses
in Organic Solar Cells
By Dirk Veldman, Stefan C. J. Meskers, and René A. J. Janssen*
Here, a general experimental method to determine the energy ECT of

intermolecular charge-transfer (CT) states in electron donor–acceptor (D–A)

blends from ground state absorption and electrochemical measurements is

proposed. This CT energy is calibrated against the photon energy of

maximum CT luminescence from selected D–A blends to correct for a

constant Coulombic term. It is shown that ECT correlates linearly with the

open-circuit voltage (Voc) of photovoltaic devices in D–A blends via

eVoc¼ ECT� 0.5 eV. Using the CT energy, it is found that photoinduced

electron transfer (PET) from the lowest singlet excited state (S1 with energy

Eg) in the blend to the CT state (S1!CT) occurs when Eg� ECT> 0.1 eV.

Additionally, it is shown that subsequent charge recombination from the CT

state to the lowest triplet excited state (ET) of D or A (CT! T1) can occur when

ECT� ET> 0.1 eV. From these relations, it is concluded that in D–A blends

optimized for photovoltaic action: i) the maximum attainable Voc is ultimately

set by the optical band gap (eVoc¼ Eg� 0.6 eV) and ii) the singlet–triplet

energy gap should be DEST< 0.2 eV to prevent recombination to the triplet

state. These favorable conditions have not yet been met in conjugated

materials and set the stage for further developments in this area.
1. Introduction

Charge-transfer (CT) excitons are weakly bound electron–hole
pairs at the interface of an electron donating (D) and an electron
accepting (A) material that are populated via photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) after excitation of D or A, provided that the
CT exciton energy is lower than the optical band gap energy
(ECT< Eg), where Eg is the lowest energy of Eg(D) and Eg(A) to
assure that electron transfer rather than energy transfer occurs.
CT excitons have an important role in the operation of organic
solar cells because they are a precursor state to free charge
carriers. For the operation of an organic solar cell, the quantum
efficiency of CT formation after photon absorption and its
subsequent dissociation determine the short-circuit current
under illumination, while the CT state energy sets a maximum
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value for the open-circuit voltage (Voc).
[1–3]

Future, highly efficient organic solar cells
therefore will have a high energy CT state
that is formed and subsequently dissoci-
ates into free electrons and holes with high
efficiency.

Despite the importance of CT states for
photovoltaic cells their direct spectral
identification has only been achieved in a
limited number of examples.[4–12] As a
direct consequence, the energy of the CT
state is often not known and, hence, the
minimal energy losses that occur in
organic solar cells during the electron
transfer from the photoexcited donor or
acceptor to the CT state and subsequently
toVoc have not been determined in general.
Minimization of photon energy losses,
without compromising on the fraction of
charge carriers collected per absorbed
photon—the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE)—is, however, crucial in optimizing
the power conversion efficiency h (/ Voc)
for a given Eg. To reduce the loss in photon
energy (Eg� eVoc), the driving force for PET (�DGCT¼Eg� ECT,
Fig. 1) should be minimized. Presently, single junction organic
photovoltaic cells with the best reported efficiencies have
Eg� eVoc¼ 0.7–1.1 eV (Table 1).[13–20] Although these photon
energy losses are larger than those occurring in the most efficient
crystalline inorganic photovoltaic cells based on Si, GaAs, copper
indium gallium diselenide (CIGS), InP, or GaInP2 with losses of
only Eg� eVoc¼ 0.34–0.48 eV,[21–28] not much is known about the
minimal photon energy losses for organic solar cells,[2,29,30] nor to
what extent the driving force of the PET step �DGCT contributes.

In the natural photosynthetic reaction system, the first electron
transfer step from the photoexcited special pair BChl2

�
to

pheophytin BPh occurs within ca. 3 ps with �DGCT¼ 0.25 eV.[31]

For a linear perylenemonoimide–perylenediimide electron
donor–acceptor (D–A) model system in solution a driving force
of �DGCT¼ca. 0.1 eV is enough to effectively deactivate the
S1 excited state of the molecule, leading to a 100-fold
photoluminescence quenching of the S1 state.

[32] Both examples
show that in solution small values for �DGCT suffice for the
effective depopulation of charge neutral excited states.

The difficulty in determining �DGCT for solid state D–A
blends lies in establishing ECT. Ground state CT complex
absorption and CT emission intensities of D–A blends are
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Figure 1. Energy diagram showing three possible arrangements of the

lowest singlet (S1), triplet (T1), and CT excited states relative to the singlet

ground state (S0) for D–A blends: Type I represents D–A blends in which

PET is absent because the CT state is situated at an energy higher than the

lowest S1 state. Types IIa and IIb show situations in which PET does occur:

with (Type IIa) and without (Type IIb) charge recombination to the lowest

T1 state (CRT). Note that Eg and ET represent the lowest energies of Eg(D)

or Eg(A), and ET(D) or ET(A), respectively.
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generally much weaker than the S0–S1 transitions of the separate
materials. Still, CT absorption, involving absorption from a
ground state CT complex to an excited CT state, as well as CT
emission, i.e., radiative decay from the CT excited state to the
ground state, have been observed for D–A blends using sensitive
detection techniques.[4–12]

Here, we describe a general—empirical—method to predict
ECT for D–A films using cyclic voltammetry data of the individual
components in solution and the energies of the lowest excited
singlet state of these components determined from absorption
spectroscopy on solid films. The predicted values for ECTare then
used to estimate the minimal DGCT required for PET using
photoluminescence, photoinduced absorption, and photovoltaic
measurements for a series of 18 different D–A blends based on
six electron donors (D1–D6) and nine electron acceptors (A1–A9,
Fig. 2), comprising polymer/dye, polymer/fullerene, and poly-
mer/polymer mixtures. From the minimal energy dissipated in
the formation of the CTstate (S1!CT) an estimate of the energy
Table 1. The optical band gaps of the electron donor Eg(D) and the electron a
photovoltaic devices.

Photovoltaic device Eg(D) [eV] Eg(A) [eV]

PCPDTBT:[70]PCBM 1.38 1.70

PSiFDBT:[60]PCBM 1.82 1.70

PSBTBT:[70]PCBM 1.45 1.70

P3HT:[60]PCBM 1.91 1.70

PF10TBT:[60]PCBM 1.95 1.70

PBBTDPP2:[70]PCBM 1.43 1.70

PCDTBT:[60]PCBM 1.88 1.70

MDMO-PPV:[70]PCBM 2.10 1.70

[a] Using the lowest value of Eg(D) and Eg(A) for Eg.

� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
lost from ECT to eVoc is obtained. The results provide evidence that
for optimized organic bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic devices
the major photon energy-loss results from processes occurring
after population of the CT excited state and not in the PET step.
Using these results we predict the maximum efficiency for
organic solar cells directly from the optical band gap.

Another issue related to ECT and the performance of organic
photovoltaic devices that we will address in the paper is the
possibility that the CT excited state recombines into a neutral
triplet excited state of one of the two materials (CT! T1). Charge
recombination to the triplet (CRT) has recently been identified for
a number of D–A blends and may represent a significant loss
mechanism by reducing the photocurrent.[2,3c,7,8,12d,33,34] This
process can occur if the energy of triplet excited state of D or A in
the active layer is at or below that of the CT state (ET�ECT).
Hence, this loss mechanism may impact on the performance of
devices with high a Voc (and consequently a high ECT) compared
to Eg. By having established ECT and knowing ET, we have been
able to more accurately establish the energetic conditions for the
formation of triplet excited states in D–A blends via recombina-
tion of charges.
2. Methodology

Oxidation and reduction potentials of p-conjugated materials can
routinely be determined in solution using cyclic voltammetry.[35]

The difference between the onsets of the oxidation (Eox) and
reduction (Ered) waves defines the electrochemical gap
Esol
cv ¼ eðEox � EredÞ that can be compared to the onset of optical

absorption in a thin film (Eg). In first approximation, Esol
cv and Eg

both represent the band gap but they differ for reasons that will be
outlined below. We use the experimental difference between Esol

cv

and Eg to estimate ‘‘effective’’ optical HOMO (EOPT
HOMO) and LUMO

(EOPT
LUMO) energies of the separate materials in thin solid films.

These energies are derived from Eox and Ered assuming that the
difference Esol

cv � Eg can be equally divided over the HOMO and
the LUMO and using a work function value of �5.23 eV for Fc/
Fcþ[36–38]

EOPT
HOMO ¼ �5:23 eV� eEox þ 1

2 Esol
cv � Eg

� �
(1)
cceptor Eg(A), Voc, and power conversion efficiency h for efficient organic

Voc [V] h [%] Eg� eVoc [eV][a] Ref.

0.62 5.5 0.76 [13]

0.90 5.4 0.80 [14]

0.68 5.1 0.77 [15]

0.61 4.4 1.09 [16]

1.00 4.2 0.70 [17]

0.61 4.0 0.82 [18]

0.89 3.6 0.81 [19]

0.77 3.0 0.93 [20]

& Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of the electron donating (left, D1–D6) and accepting (right,

A1–A9) materials. HOMO and LUMO indicate EOPTHOMO and EOPTLUMO as defined in Equations (1)

and (2). Note that the polymer PF1CVTP is used both as an electron donor (D3) as well as an

electron acceptor (A7).
EOPT
LUMO ¼ �5:23 eV� eEred �

1

2
Esol
cv � Eg

� �
(2)

Note that, by this definition, the ‘‘effective’’ HOMO–LUMO
gap EOPT

HOMO � EOPT
LUMO

�� �� of a material (D or A) is equal to its optical
gap Eg, and hence one could argue that these ‘‘effective’’ HOMO
and LUMO levels incorporate the intramolecular exciton binding
energy in the solid state.

The use of the ‘‘effective’’ HOMO and LUMO levels rather
than the oxidation and reduction potential obtained from solution
measurements compensates for a number of effects that cause
Esol
cv and Eg to be different:

i) Eox and Ered typically are determined in a solution with
higher relative permittivity (e.g., for o-dichlorobenzene
(o-DCB) er¼ 10.36) than that of a conjugated material in a
thin film (er� 3–4), and in the presence of additional
electrolyte. These factors cause a considerable gain in
solvation energy for an ion in solution, and hence a reduction
of Esol

cv relative to Eg.
ii) In a cyclic voltammetry experiment to determine Eox or Ered

electrons are extracted or added but not at the same time. In
contrast, Eg provides the energetic difference for an
intramolecular, excitonic state, with the hole and the electron
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
stabilized by Coulomb attraction. This
causes a reduction of Eg relative to Esol

cv .
iii) Somematerials show a strong reduction of

their (optical) HOMO–LUMO gap upon
going from solution to the (semi)crystal-
line solid state as a result of chain–chain
interactions. This results in Esol

cv to be
higher than Eg.

Having defined the ‘‘effective’’ HOMO and
LUMO levels, the energy of the intermolecular
CT state at the D–A interface can be described
as

ECT ¼ EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� ��þ D ð3Þ

in which D represents a Coulomb term to
account for the higher energy of the inter-
molecular CT exciton compared to an intra-
molecular exciton due to the larger electron–
hole separation distance. The driving force for
PET from the material with the lowest singlet
excited state is equal to

DGCT ¼ ECT � Eg

¼ EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� ��

� Eg þ D ð4Þ

Similarly, the driving force for CRT from the

CTstate to the material with the lowest triplet excited state energy
can be described in terms of the triplet excited state energy of the
material with the lowest triplet energy ET and ECT (Fig. 1)

DGCRT ¼ ET � ECT

¼ ET � EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� ��� D ð5Þ

3. Results

3.1. The Energy of the CT State

The optical band gaps of the 18 individual materials in film (Eg)
and solution (Esol

cv ;E
sol
g ) are collected in Table 2 together with

values for Eox and Ered. For some materials (e.g., D2–D4, A5,[39]

and A9) the electrochemical gap (Esol
cv ) is larger than the optical

gap in solution (Esol
g ), while for other materials (e.g., D5 and A1–

A4) Esol
cv < Esol

g . The small differences between Esol
cv and Esol

g

(0.045 eVon average) indicate that the magnitude of the opposing
effects of the lower er and shorter e�–hþ separation distance in
the materials than in cyclic voltammetry measurements are of
similar magnitude. Eox and Ered can be converted to the effective
intramolecular HOMO and LUMO energies using Equations (1)
and (2) (Fig. 3). On average the correction factor 1

2ðEsol
cv � EgÞ is

þ0.08 eV, varying from �0.01 eV for D5 and A3 to þ0.24 eV for
A5 (Table 2).
Weinheim 3
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Table 2. For all materials the optical band gaps in film and solution (Eg, E
sol
g ), onsets of oxidation and reduction waves (Eox, Ered), E

sol
cv ¼ eðEox � EredÞ,

ðEsolcv � EgÞ=2, the effective HOMO and LUMO levels defined in Equations (1) and (2), and the triplet excited state energies (ET).

Eg [eV] Esolg [eV] Esol
cv [eV] Eox [V] Ered [V] ðEsolcv � EgÞ=2 [eV] E

opt
HOMO [eV] E

opt
LUMO [eV] ET [eV][a]

MDMO-PPV D1 2.10 2.20 2.21 0.02 �2.19 0.05 �5.20 �3.10 1.40

PF2T D2 2.41 2.41 2.70 0.34 �2.36 0.15 �5.43 �3.02 1.70

PF1CVTP D3,A7 2.15 2.29 2.40 0.54 �1.86 0.13 �5.65 �3.50 1.50

P3HT D4 1.91 2.25 2.36 0.07 �2.29 0.23 �5.08 �3.17 1.40

PF10TBT D5 1.95 1.96 1.92 0.30 �1.62 �0.01 �5.55 �3.60 1.35

PBBTDPP2 D6C [b] 1.67 1.72 1.65 0.22 �1.43 �0.01 �5.46 �3.79 1.00

PBBTDPP2 D6O [b] 1.43 1.72 1.65 0.22 �1.43 0.11 �5.34 �3.91 0.85

Bodipy 1 A1 2.01 2.08 2.03 0.76 �1.27 0.01 �5.98 �3.97 1.50

Bodipy 2 A2 1.92 1.99 1.92 0.69 �1.23 0.00 �5.92 �4.00 1.40

Bodipy 3 A3 1.84 1.90 1.82 0.53 �1.29 �0.01 �5.77 �3.93 1.30

PDI A4 2.09 2.27 2.15 1.16 �0.99 0.03 �6.36 �4.27 1.10

PCBM A5 1.70 1.72 2.17 [c] 1.08 [c] �1.09 0.24 �6.08 �4.38 1.50

PCNEPV A6 2.38 2.45 2.44 0.82 �1.62 0.03 �6.02 �3.64 1.70

PF2CVTP A8 1.95 2.07 2.09 0.56 �1.53 0.07 �5.72 �3.77 1.30

PF1CVPP A9 2.57 2.69 2.88 0.85 �2.03 0.16 �5.93 �3.36 1.90

[a] See Supporting Information. [b] The subscripts ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘o’’ for D6 denote films spin cast from chloroform and o-DCB, respectively. [c] Using

Eox ¼ Esolcv =eþ Ered with Esolcv from Ref.[39]

4

Having established EOPT
HOMO and EOPT

LUMO we can correlate these
energies to ECTand thereby estimate the (average) value for D. ECT
can be determined when the CT state radiatively decays to the
ground state. Such CT emission was observed in blends of
MDMO-PPV (D1) with three polymer acceptors (A6–A8) where
the CT emission shifts to lower energy from ECT¼ 1.93 eV to
1.75 eV in the order PF1CVTP (A7), PCNPEV (A6), and PF2CVTP
(A8) (Table 3).[2] Also for PF10TBT:PCBM blends (D5:A5) CT
emission was observed, at ECT¼ 1.50 eV.[8] We note that CT
emission is only observed for CT states with a relatively high
energy (>1.4 eV). In such case, the (usually weak) CT emission
can be observed with a (red) sensitive photomultiplier. For
systems with a lower ECT, this emission is more difficult to detect
and maybe even weaker in intensity due to faster radiationless
decay at low energies. The difference between ECTof these blends
and the effective (intramolecular) electron D–A HOMO–LUMO
Figure 3. Onset of oxidation and reduction potentials in o-DCB (white

columns, left axis) versus Fc/Fcþ, and effective HOMO and LUMO

energies in thin films (gray columns, right axis) versus vacuum, derived

using Equations (1) and (2). The subscripts ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘o’’ for D6 denote

films cast from chloroform and o-DCB, respectively.

� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
gap EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� �� provides a measure for D in

Equation (3), and we find D¼ 0.29� 0.02 eV (Fig. 4). Figure 4
also shows that EOPT

HOMOðDÞ � EOPT
LUMOðAÞ

�� �� is proportional to the
Voc (Table 3) of photovoltaic devices prepared from these blends
½eVoc ¼ EOPT

HOMOðDÞ � EOPT
LUMOðAÞ

�� ��� 0:18ð�0:04Þ eV �. These rela-
tions indicate that for electron D–A blends 0.5� 0.1 eV is lost
from the excited state energy ECT to eVoc. Evidently this represents
a major loss in energy.
3.2. Formation and Recombination of CT States

In this section, we investigate the occurrence or absence of PET
(S1!CT) and CRT (CT! T1) for the D–A films. In order to
establish whether PEToccurs upon photoexcitation of the blends,
four criteria have been used. These are:
i) T
& C
he occurrence of PL quenching of the electron donor as well
as the acceptor relative to pristine films.
ii) T
he fabrication of (rather) efficient photovoltaic devices.

iii) T
he presence of photoinduced absorption bands of the radical

cations in the NIR (e.g., 0.3–1.0 eV for the radical cation of
MDMO-PPV, D1�þ). We note, however, that the absence of
these bands does not preclude PET, because recombination of
CT states to triplet excitons may occur.
iv) C
T emission
The results are summarized in Table 3 for 18 blends. The
blends were categorized in three different types. In Type I blends
(4 in total), PET is absent upon photoexcitation. For blends of
Type IIa (9 in total), PET occurs and is followed by CRT as
determined from steady-state photoinduced absorption.[2,8,40] In
Type IIb blends (5 in total), PEToccurs but is not followed by CRT.
Experimental details for all blends are given in the Supporting
Information but a selected example for each type is discussed
below.
o. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10
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Table 3. Lowest optical band gap (Eg), triplet excited state energy (ET), CT state energy (ECT), and resulting driving force for PET (DGCT) and CRT (DGCRT) for
electron D–A blends of different types [a] investigated in this study. Where available, Voc and the spectral maximum of CT emission are given.

Type Eg [eV] ET [eV] ECT [eV][b] DGCT [eV][c] DGCRT [eV][d] Voc [V] ECT [V][e]

D1:A1 IIa 2.01 1.40 1.52 �0.50 �0.12

D1:A2 IIa 1.92 1.40 1.49 �0.44 �0.09

D1:A3 IIa 1.84 1.30 1.56 �0.29 �0.26

D1:A4 IIb 2.09 1.10 1.22 �0.88 �0.12

D2:A4 IIa 2.09 1.10 1.45 �0.65 �0.35

D3:A1 I 2.01 1.50 1.97 �0.04 —

D3:A2 I 1.92 1.40 1.94 0.02 —

D3:A3 I 1.84 1.30 2.01 0.17 —

D3:A4 IIa 2.09 1.10 1.67 �0.43 �0.57

D1:A5 IIb 1.70 1.40 1.11 �0.59 0.29 0.85

D4:A5 IIb 1.70 1.40 0.99 �0.71 0.41 0.60

D5:A5 IIa 1.70 1.35 1.46 �0.24 �0.11 1.00 1.50

(D6:A5)C[f ] II [g] 1.67 1.00 1.38 �0.30 �0.37 0.78

(D6:A5)O[f ] II [g] 1.43 0.85 1.26 �0.18 �0.40 0.63

D1:A6 IIa 2.10 1.40 1.85 �0.26 �0.45 1.38 1.85

D1:A7 IIa 2.10 1.40 1.99 �0.11 �0.59 1.53 1.93

D1:A8 IIa 1.95 1.30 1.72 �0.24 �0.42 1.25 1.75

D1:A9 I 2.10 1.40 2.13 0.03 —

[a] The type of blend indicates whether energy transfer (I) or PET is observed (II), followed by CRT (IIa) or not (IIb). [b] From Equation (3) usingD¼ 0.29 eV.

[c] DGCT¼ ECT� Eg. [d] DGCRT¼ ET� ECT. [e] Determined from PL emission maximum. [f ] The subscripts ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘o’’ for D6:A5 denote films cast from

chloroform and o-DCB, respectively. [g] For these films, additional measurements are required to determine whether T1 states are populated after PET.
Type I: Photoexcitation of PF1CVPP (A9) in a blend with of
MDMO-PPV (D1) results in transfer of excitation energy as a
result of the smaller optical band gap of MDMO-PPV (Fig. 5a).
Specifically, for blends containing 50 or 95wt % D1, near
quantitative energy transfer from A9 to D1 occurs with a PL
intensity identical to that of a pristine D1 film. The fact that D1
emission is not quenched indicates that the blend is of Type I.
Additional evidence for the absence of PET comes from analysis
of the PL decay traces ofD1 emission at 585 nm for the 50:50 and
95:5 blends for which the same decay time is found (t¼ ca. 0.5 ns)
as for a pristineD1 film (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, the blend does not
show any appreciable CT emission, radical cation absorption
bands in a PIA experiment, or photovoltaic activity.
Figure 4. Maximum of CT emission ECT (&, left axis) and Voc (&, right

axis) versus EOPTHOMOðDÞ � EOPTLUMOðAÞ
�� ��. The lines are linear fits through the

data with a slope of unity: ECT ¼ EOPTHOMOðDÞ � EOPTLUMOðAÞ
�� ��þ 0.29 (�0.02)

eV, and eVoc ¼ EOPTHOMOðDÞ � EOPTLUMOðAÞ
�� ��� 0.18 (�0.04) eV.

Figure 5. a) PL emission spectra of D1:A9 blends with 0 (&), 5 (*), 50

(~), 95 (5), and 100 (^) wt % of A9. All spectra were corrected for the

number of absorbed photons at the excitation wavelength (lexc¼ 390 nm).

For the pristine film of D1, an excitation wavelength of lexc¼ 520 nm was

used. b) Time-resolved decay traces of the blends at 585 nm upon

excitation with lexc¼ 400 nm.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 5
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Type IIa: For an MDMO-PPV:PF1CVTP (D1:A7) blend
evidence for PETcomes from complementary studies on efficient
photovoltaic devices and PL quenching. Photovoltaic devices have
shown efficiencies of h¼ 1.50% and a maximum external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of 52%[41] while a strong PL quenching of the
electron donor and acceptor material has been observed in 1:1
blends relative to pristine donor and acceptor films.[2,41] Further
evidence for the occurrence of PET between the two materials
comes from the presence of CT emission with a PL maximum at
ECT¼ 1.93 eV (Table 3).[2] The same study also showed that PET in
this blend is followed by CRT to the triplet excited state of D1, as
evidenced by higher triplet-triplet absorption intensities of D1 in
D1:A7 blends than in a pristine D1 film.[2]

Type IIb: The P3HT:PCBM (D4:A5) mixture is a clear example of
blends that show PET without subsequent CRT. Efficient
photovoltaic devices with power conversion efficiencies up to 5%
and EQE¼ ca. 75% have been obtained for P3HT:PCBM.[42] To
achieve such high values for charge carrier extraction, a rapid
depopulation of the S1 states via efficient PETmust occur. This is
supported by PL quenching studies that demonstrate PL quenching
of the P3HT and PCBM emission for 1:2 blends relative to films
Figure 6. a) Comparison of the occurrence of PET upon photoexcitation of

the 18 D–A blends with DGCT (Eq. 4 using D¼ 0.29 eV). b) Comparison of

the occurrence of CRT upon photoexcitation with DGCRT (Eq. 5 using

D¼ 0.29 eV) for the 14 D–A blends that revealed PET. If CRT occurs, T1 is

the lowest excited state. If it does not occur, CT is the lowest excited state.

The symbols in panels (a) and (b) indicate the different electron donors:D1

(&), D2 (*), D3 (~), D4 (5), D5 (^), and D6 ( ). The data with D1 as

electron donor which leads to PET and CRT have been given an offset for

clarity in (a) and (b), respectively.

� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
with higher donor or acceptor content, respectively.[43] Additional
evidence for PETresults from the presence of polaronic absorption
bands in near steady-state photoinduced absorption spectra (see
Supporting Information). CRT does not occur, the triplet–triplet
absorption intensity of P3HT is strongly quenched and radical
cation absorption bands are present in the PIA spectrum at any
concentration at or above 0.5wt% PCBM.

Having categorized the 18 blends in terms of three different
Types (I, IIa, and IIb), we now can correlate the occurrence of PET
and of CRT to the energy of the CT state (ECT) relative to the
optical band gap and triplet state energy, respectively. When using
D¼ 0.29 eV (Section 3.1), we find that a driving force of
�DGCT¼ Eg�ECT¼ 0.08 (�0.02) eV between the optical band
gap and the CT energy is a minimum value for efficient PET in
all 18 blends (Table 3 and Fig. 6a). Similarly, the triplet energies
(ET) of the materials in the solid state (Table 2) can be related to
the occurrence of CRT (CT! T1). Comparing ET and ECT for the
14 blends in which PET occurs (Type II), we find that upon
photoexcitation higher triplet yields of either of the two materials
were observed than in pristine films of the separate materials
(Type IIa) when the driving force �DGCRT¼ECT�ET equals ca.
0.1 eV or more (Table 3 and Fig. 6b).
4. Discussion

In the previous sections, we related EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� �� for

a series of D–A blends to Eg, ET, ECT, Voc, and the occurrence of
PET and CRT. These results can be combined into a consistent
description for the energetics in the D–A blends. Taking the
effective HOMO–LUMO gap EOPT

HOMOðDÞ � EOPT
LUMOðAÞ

�� �� as an
experimental measure, it is observed that:
i) T
& C
he CT energy in the film is: ECT ¼ EOPT
HOMOðDÞ�

��
EOPT
LUMOðAÞj þ 0:29 eV (Fig. 4).� �
ii) V
oc is given by eVoc ¼ EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ� �� 0.18 eV
(Fig. 4).
iii) P
ET occurs when: DGCT��0.08 (Fig. 6a) and, hence, when
Eg � jEOPT

HOMOðDÞ � EOPT
LUMOðAÞj þ 0.37 eV.
iv) C
RToccurs when DGCRT��0.10 (Fig. 6b) and, hence, when
ET � EOPT

HOMOðDÞ � EOPT
LUMOðAÞ

�� ��þ 0.19 eV.
The combined results are summarized in Figure 7, where the
energies are rounded to nearest tenth of an eV to express the
experimental uncertainties.

The value of D ¼ ECT � EOPT
HOMOðDÞ � EOPT

LUMOðAÞ
�� ¼ ca. 0.29 eV

in (i) is determined from a limited number of experiments
(involving three polymer/polymer blends and one polymer/
fullerene blend) but corresponds to the value found by Halls et al.
for the additional LUMO–LUMO (HOMO–HOMO) offset
required between two p-conjugated polymers in the solid state,
to compensate for the increase in the electron–hole potential
energy (D¼ ca. 0.35 eV) upon going from an intramolecular
excited state of D (A) to an intermolecular CT state with larger
electron–hole distance.[44]

(iii) shows that a driving force for charge transfer of
�DGCT¼ca. 0.1 eV is sufficient to effectively depopulate the
lowest singlet excited state (S1!CT), while (iv) shows that a
driving force of �DGCRT¼ca. 0.1 eV is required for charge
recombination to triplet excited states. These values are
o. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10
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Figure 8. Theoretical efficiency of bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic devices

with Eg� eVoc¼ 0.60 eV (solid line) versus the lowest optical band gap of the

two materials, calculated using the AM1.5 spectrum, FF¼ 0.65, and assum-

ing constant EQE¼ 0.65 between 3.5 eV and Eg. The dashed lines show the

theoretical efficiencies for devices using the larger Eg� eVoc offsets for (from

top to bottom): PF10TBT:[60]PCBM (0.70 eV, �, *), PCPDTBT:[70]PCBM

(0.76 eV, !, 5), PBBTDPP2:[70]PCBM (0.80 eV, ~, ~), and

P3HT:[60]PCBM (1.09 eV, &, &). The closed markers represent the theor-

etical efficiency, the open markers the reported device efficiencies (Table 1).

Figure 7. Jablonski diagram with energies of Eg, ET, ECT,

EOPTHOMOðDÞ � EOPTLUMOðAÞ
�� ��, and eVoc relative to the ground state (rounded

to a tenth of an eV). The double headed arrow between Voc and Eg indicates

the minimum energy difference for which efficient PET is expected and that

between Voc and ET the minimum energy difference that prevents CRT.
consistent with the notion that a driving force of 0.1 eV (¼ ca.
4kBT at room temperature) is enough to drive an equilibrium
between two excited states towards a 98% population of the lowest
excited state, provided that the lifetimes of the states are longer
that the (inverse) rates for interconversion. The estimates for the
lower limits of 0.1 eV for�DGCTand�DGCRTare correlated to the
assumption that the energy of the CT state is given by the
maximum of the CT emission. Typically, however, the CT
emission is quite broad, which reflects a distribution of CT
energies, e.g., as a result of a spread in D–A distances. If the onset
of the CT emission would be at 0.1 eV above the CT emission
maximum, the minimal �DGCT for PET would even be less (ca.
0 eV), while the limit for CRTwould be�DGCRT¼ca. 0.2 eV. Such
an apparent 0.2 eV surplus of driving force for the CRT step
compared to the PET step could be explained by an energetic
relaxation of CT excitations in time, by hopping to energetically
lower lying CTstates. This would lead to a lowering of ECTrelative
to ET in time, and hamper CRT. Hence, the actual energy loss in
the PET step could even be lower than the �DGCT¼ 0.1 eV
described above.

Relations (i) and (ii) further imply that the energy loss from ECT
to eVoc is ca. 0.47 eV. This value roughly matches that found
recently by Vandewal et al.[9] who obtained the relation
ECT�eVoc	 0.43 eV from the onset of CT absorption measured
bymeans of Fourier-transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPS)
for a series of polymer/fullerene blends. Actually, direct
comparison of the values for the four blends showing CT
emission (Table 3) reveals that the difference ECT�eVoc falls in
the range 0.40–0.50 eV.

It is worthwhile to address the origin of the 0.5V loss from ECT/e
to Voc. The loss is partly attributed to diffusion of charge carriers
into the active layer in the vicinity of the metal electrodes. When
Ohmic contacts are applied, selective diffusion of holes (from the
ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode) and electrons (from the Al/LiF
electrode) into the active layer causes significant band bending
in the vicinity of metal contacts, which leads to a reduction of
the voltage at which flat band conditions are reached in the bulk
of the device.[45] Mihailetchi et al.[45c] have shown that for
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1–10 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verl
an MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend at room temperature, band
bending accounts for a 0.38 eV loss from the energy difference
between the transport levels (Etr) and eVoc. This ca. 0.4 eV
difference places Etr ca. 0.1 eV below ECT and contributes to
efficient collection of electrons and holes at the electrodes.
The additional ca. 0.1 eV that is lost from ECT to Etr is attributed
to be a combination of (i) the balance of Coulomb and polarization
energy in the dissociation of CTstates in to free carriers, and (ii) the
disordered nature of organic semiconductors in general, where the
typical width (s) of the density of states is 0.1 eV.[45c]

Finally, when combining (ii) and (iii), it is found that the
minimum energy loss for organic (bulk-)heterojunction solar
cells compared to lowest optical band gap energy of either D or A
amounts to Eg� eVoc¼ ca. 0.6 eV. This value is in accordance with
the Voc found for the most efficient organic solar cells, where
Eg� eVoc¼ 0.7–1.1 eV (Table 1).[13–20] Schüppel et al. recently
came to a similar conclusion for heterojunctions with C60 by
studying the photophysical properties of a homologous series of
acceptor-substituted oligothiophenes. They found that charge
separation on the heterojunction with C60 (Eg¼ 1.7 eV) was
hampered if Voc increases above 1.0–1.1V.[3c]

If we use Eg� eVoc¼ 0.6 eV as the optimum achievable
difference between the lowest optical band gap and the open
circuit voltage, the maximum power conversion efficiency can be
calculated as a function of the lowest optical band gap energy.
Considering that photons of the solar spectrum (AM1.5G) with
energies at or above Eg are absorbed and that the excess energy of
these photons above Eg is lost due to thermalization of hot
carriers, we find h¼ 11.0% for Eg¼ 1.37–1.45 eV (855–905 nm)
(Fig. 8) when we assume a constant EQE¼ 65% for E>Eg and a
fill factor of FF¼ 0.65. Figure 8 also contains the experimental
(open markers) and theoretical (solid markers) efficiencies for
selected materials in Table 1. For P3HT:[60]PCBM, the values for
the best cells are approaching this theoretical efficiency. However,
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 7
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for the other materials combinations the values are still far below
the theoretical efficiency. These blends with relatively high CT
energy classify as Type IIa. Hence, an explanation for non-optimal
device performance could be charge recombination to triplet
excited states.

The minimum value of Eg� eVoc¼ 0.6 eV that emerges from
this work can be compared to the best single junction solar cells to
date. The best cells based on inorganic crystalline materials
(GaAs, c-Si, CIGS, InP, GaInP2) have Eg� eVoc¼ 0.34–
0.48 eV,[21–28] while the best devices from amorphous or
nanocrystalline materials (a-Si, nc-Si, CdTe, and dye sensitized
cells) have Eg� eVoc¼ 0.65–0.80 eV.[22,46–49] This supports the
idea that disorder in the organic bulk-heterojunction solar cells
causes an additional loss with respect to cells prepared from
crystalline materials.
5. Conclusions

A simple, general method has been established to determine the
energy of intermolecular CTstates in D–A blends (ECT) from UV/
Vis absorption in thin films and electrochemical measurements
on the electron donor and the acceptor in solution. By correlating
with CT emission it was found that an experimental Coulombic
correction term of D¼ ca. þ0.3 eV must be added to the energy
difference between the effective optical HOMO level of the
electron donor and the effective LUMO level of the electron
acceptor to predict ECT. Knowing the energy of the CT state, it is
observed that a minimal driving force of �DGCT¼Eg�ECT�ca.
0.1 eV suffices to effectively populate the CT state in D–A blends
from the lowest energy singlet excited state of D or A. Our study
furthermore reveals that recombination of CT states into the
lowest T1 state (CRT) occurs if �DGCRT¼ECT�ET�ca. 0.1 eV.
This shows that for an optimized organic D–A heterojuction with
a minimal offset between the S1 and CT energies (�DGCT¼ca.
0.1 eV) a singlet–triplet energy gap of DEST< 0.2 eV prevents
charge recombination into triplet excited states. This is lower than
what is typically found for p-conjugated polymers (DEST¼ 0.5–
0.7 eV), and hence triplet state energies should be considered
when designing materials for organic solar cells with minimal
�DGCT.

[2c] Furthermore, we conclude that in organic bulk-
heterojunction solar cells ca. 0.5 eV is lost from ECT to eVoc.
Together with the criterion for the minimal �DGCT, this leads to
the prediction that for any organic bulk-heterojunction solar cell
the maximum attainable Voc is ultimately set by the lowest optical
band gap energy of either donor or acceptor material via
eVoc¼ Eg� 0.6 eV. Presently the best organic solar cells approach
this criterion.
6. Experimental

Materials: MDMO-PPV was synthesized using the sulfinyl precursor
route [50]. PF1CVTP, PF2CVTP, and PF1CVPP [51], PF10TBT [52], PCNEPV
[53,54], the Bodipy dyes (A1–A3) [55], PDI [56], and PBBTDPP2 [57] have
been prepared according to the literature procedures. PCBM (Solenne BV)
and P3HT (Rieke Metals) were purchased.

Sample Preparation for Optical Spectroscopy: For UV/Vis absorption in
solution, samples were prepared by dissolving the materials in o-DCB and
heating, if necessary. The samples weremeasured at room temperature in a
� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
cell with 10mm optical path length and an optical density of typically 0.5 at
the maximum absorption in the visible region of the spectrum. Thin (50–
100 nm) films for UV/Vis absorption, steady state and time-resolved
photoluminescence (PL and TR-PL), and photoinduced absorption were
spin cast from chlorobenzene on quartz substrates. Typical solutions
contained 1–2wt % of material for preparing pristine or composite films. If
necessary, the solutions were stirred at elevated temperature prior to spin
coating. The film thickness was determined by profilometry (Tencor P-10).

Absorption and Photoluminescence Measurements: UV/Vis absorption
and steady-state PL spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900
spectrometer and an Edinburgh Instruments FS920 double-monochro-
mator luminescence spectrometer using a Peltier-cooled red-sensitive
photomultiplier, respectively. The fluorescence spectra were corrected for
the optical density of the sample at the excitation wavelength, and for the
detection sensitivity of the photomultiplier. Time-correlated single photon
counting fluorescence studies were performed on an Edinburgh Instru-
ments LifeSpec-PS spectrometer by photoexcitation with a 400 nm
picosecond laser (PicoQuant PDL 800B) operated at 2.5MHz and
detection with a Peltier-cooled Hamamatsu microchannel plate photo-
multiplier (R3809U-50). Each intensity decay curve was fitted by a
multiexponential fit by reconvolution of the instrument response function

(IRF) using IðtÞ ¼
Rt

�1
IRFðt0Þ

Pn

i¼1

Ai exp½�ðt� t0Þ=ti�dt0, where Ai is the

amplitude of the ith component with a lifetime ti. The decay parameters

were recovered using the software package FluoFit version 4.1 supplied by

PicoQuant GmbH, implementing the ‘‘nonlinear least-squares’’ method.
Photoinduced Absorption: Near steady-state photoinduced absorption

spectra were recorded between 0.35 and 2.5 eV by excitation at 488
(2.54 eV) or 514 nm (2.41 eV) with a mechanically modulated (275Hz) cw
argon ion laser pump beam and by measuring the change in transmission
of a tungsten–halogen probe beam through the sample (DT) with a phase
sensitive lock-in amplifier after dispersion with a monochromator and
detection using Si, InGaAs, and cooled InSb detectors. The pump power
was typically 25mW with a beam diameter of 2mm. The signal intensity
(�DT T�1) was corrected for the photoluminescence, which was recorded
in a separate experiment. Samples were held at 80 K in an inert nitrogen
atmosphere using an Oxford Optistat continuous flow cryostat.

Electrochemistry: Cyclic voltammograms were recorded in an inert
atmosphere with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6) in o-DCB as supporting electrolyte. The working electrode was
a platinum disc (0.2 cm2) and the counterelectrode was a platinum
electrode. Three different scan speeds were used for all compounds (10,
50, and 100mV s�1) using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode with the
ferrocene/ferrocenium couple (Fc/Fcþ) as an internal standard (þ0.41 eV
vs. Ag/AgCl in o-DCB) and using a mAutolab II with a PGSTAT30
potentiostat. The accuracy of measuring the redox potentials with cyclic
voltammetry is about 0.01–0.02V, reproducibility can be less because the
potentials do depend on concentration and temperature.
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